
AN INTRODUCTION TO SAP NETWEAVER

SAP NetWeaver (SAP NW) describes all the software and services used for 'Business Enablement'. The SAP Business
suite, such as ERP Central Component (ECC) or Supplier Relationship Management (SRM), contains the software
components for that specific business solution.

Easy workflow and management of day-to-day business operations by using SAP Fiori Launchpad based on
NetWeaver platform deployment model. You can define the following objects: 1. System upgrades can also be
performed easily. It means that you need to check every application server to be sure that your landscape is
secure. Basis is a set of programs and tools that act as an interface with Database, Operating system,
Communication protocols and business applications such as FI, CO, MM,etc. Transfer modifications in a
screen, program, layout from the development to a production system for accuracy purpose by Transport
Management System. If somebody gets access to these applications, he can stop mission-critical business
processes, commit industrial espionage, or commit a fraud. Because System should somehow distinguish
application servers, they have an instance number. The primary aspect of AI shell is that it adopts standard
comments literally as they are delivered by the users. Each SAP client might be tied to a different business
unit. If an attacker can compromise this system, he can modify some analytics results so that management will
make wrong decisions. SAP Clients is performed to fix this issue. This makes it easy to distinguish between
clients. Client-server architecture and configuration. The infrastructure of the SAP NetWeaver technology
platform supports you by delivering comprehensive security features for heterogeneous environments contd.
However, in reality there are multiple ways how they can escalate their privileges and get direct access to OS
or Database where all data are stored without any separation. We will speak about them later, but as the first
lesson, keep in mind that SAP is a very complex system with a plethora of services. You can manage a
number of business entities in one system. In most cases, the Quality assurance and test levels are combined in
one Test landscape. Furthermore, SAP XI provides a set of integrated tools for creating and managing all
integration- relevant information In SAP XI, integration knowledge is shipped in the form of pre- defined
integration scenarios. Connectivity Enables the exchange of application data between different SAP Systems
and with external systems. Because of the close integration with Portal and Knowledge Management, it is easy
to reuse their content. People integration Purpose Purpose People Integration brings together the right
functionality and the right information to the right people. NetWeaver results as a solution to this challenge.
Basis provides services like communication with the operating system, database communication, memory
management, runtime collection of application data, web requests, exchanging business data etc Typically, it
is enabled. SAP has tied up with various hardware vendors to provide different application components to
enhance the capabilities of the NetWeaver platform. It is important that every application server can be
configured differently and some services can be enabled or disabled. SAP landscape, transport management
system installations, etc Client creating, client copying, client deletion, etc Creating user, assigning roles,
locking and unlocking users,etc Background jobs scheduling, job monitoring, job deletion, etc Profile and
operation mode maintenance Applying support patches, upgrading and installing add-ons SNOTE applying
and removing errors. Easy implementation and consumption of business logic and SAP Backend system
content using web and mobile applications. SAP Message Server is a kind of Load balancing system aimed to
balance a load on different application servers. Integration Processes Business process management Business
Process Management encompasses the following areas: 1. Database and operating systems Overview of the
databases and operating systems supported by SAP NetWeaver SAP knowledge warehouse Infrastructure for
creating documentation, training material, and quality manuals. In large organizations, there can be thousands
of users connected with dozens of application servers via Message Server. SAP also provides different
applications for specific industries such as SAP modules for Oil, Gas or Retail companies, but basically, all
those modules are just add-ons, and they only introduce some business functionality while technically
platform remains the same. SAP NetWeaver intake both regular and verbal instructions from users and thus is
more user-friendly.


